**SAGE Business Researcher** – Original Price: $700 | Discounted Price: $595
In-depth, curriculum-oriented issues in business and management. Written with the rigor and immediacy of the best explanatory journalism, each issue provides authoritative reports on selected topics and points to reliable resources for further research.

**SAGE Video**
Online collections developed in partnership with leading academics, societies and practitioners, including many of SAGE’s own authors and academic partners, to deliver cutting-edge pedagogical collections mapped to disciplinary curricular needs within the social sciences.

*Launching in 2015:*
*Education – Original Price: $4,680 | Discounted Price: $3,978*
*Media and Communication – Original Price: $4,680 | Discounted Price: $3,978*

**State Stats** – Original Price: $1,852 | Discounted Price: $1,574.20
Find, visualize and export state data from more than 80 different sources on social and public affairs topics like health care, crime, education and more.

**Local Stats** – Original Price: $2,949 | Discounted Price: $2,506.65
A rich database providing data from U.S. counties, cities and metropolitan statistical areas across a broad range of topics. Data is drawn from 50 sources across federal statistical systems, non-profit and private organizations.

**U.S. Political Stats** – Original Price: $3,361 | Discounted Price: $2,856.85
An easy-to-use visualization and manipulation tool designed to provide data from 1982 to present on Congress, the Supreme Court, and the Presidency. Explore facts and figures on public opinion and economic and population indicators.

**Bundle Options:**
*Local Stats and State Stats – Original Price: $3,841 | Discounted Price: $3,264.85*
*U.S. Political Stats and Local Stats – Original Price: $5,048 | Discounted Price: $4,290.80*
*U.S. Political Stats and State Stats – Original Price: $4,171 | Discounted Price: $3,545.35*
*U.S. Political Stats, Local Stats, and State Stats – Original Price: $6,122 | Discounted Price: $5,203.70*

**CQ Researcher** – Original Price: $700 | Discounted Price: $595
A database of reports on a range of political and social-policy issues back to 1923. Each report includes an overview, background section, chronology, bibliography and debate-style pro-con feature, plus tools to study the evolution of the topic.

**CQ Press Congress Collection** – Original Price: $1,172 | Discounted Price: $996.20
A dynamic, data-rich research and reference tool that provides historical analysis of members of Congress, their legislative voting behavior, interest groups, and their interactions in crafting public policy.

A reference offering a comprehensive introduction to American government. This collection of thousands of concise, expert, explanations of the who, how and why of American democracy cover contemporary and historical topics.

**CQ Press Public Affairs Collection** – Original Price: $442 | Discounted Price: $375.70
A resource that pulls together CQ Press’ wealth of primary source documents, statistical overviews, and the very best in-depth reporting on current affairs to create a one-stop source for public policy content.

**CQ Press Supreme Court Collection** – Original Price: $1,172 | Discounted Price: $996.20
A resource blending historical analysis with timely updates and expert commentary of Supreme Court decisions, biographies of Supreme Court justices, Supreme Court institutional history, and the U.S. Constitution.
CQ Press Voting and Elections Collection – Original Price: $1,172 | Discounted Price: $996.20
A dynamic research and reference tool that integrates a wealth of data, authoritative analyses, concise explanations, and historical materials to help researchers investigate and understand voting and elections in America from 1789-present.
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